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now that the base synth is out of the way, the focus of our work shifted to
synthesizer sound creation. a key moment was our meeting with the saw team in
order to share and test our work with them. we built some demo instruments and

supplied them with the latest saw patches, offering them a sneak peak of the future.
the chromaphone is a modular instrument with more than 60 modules, from simple

oscillators to sophisticated combinations of oscillators, filters, modulators,
amplifiers, and multi-effects. and with the chromaphone set, that number skyrockets
to 120 modules—even more than the number of knobs on a classic organ. one of the

industry’s most eagerly anticipated hardware synthesizers is finally here. a
monophonic synthesizer with a unique resonator mechanism that uses pressure to

generate sound, the synthi mono was designed for the first-person shooter and
virtual reality games. and what a space for sounds to come out of. encoded in a

large format sound pack, the roland sh-01 delivers the power and punch of a classic
drum machine, yet with the flexibility to create unique cymbal patterns, fx loops,

and even complete phrases. this versatile instrument can be used as a drum
machine, a real-time drum sampler, or as a recording device with its own multi-track
recorder. even if you dont plan to use the record function just yet, youll find yourself
finishing tracks more than once in a creative jam session. are you weary of endless
searchings and shopings for an adjustable cello? it was hard to find a deal, but now

the kroline cello instrument is here. the kroline cello has been designed with the
cellist as the end user in mind; bringing out that cellos best qualities and tone while
harnessing it in a usable synthesizer that allows the true sound of the instrument to
shine through. with its soft touch, the kroline cello will satisfy even the most critical

guitarist and cellist. the kroline cello also sports a unique feature that allows for
alternate tuning options, and even switching between fixed and natural. an extra

large ppg wave display option allows additional information to be added to the patch
and key-click capabilities are provided by a large pedal board for easy operation.
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applied acoustics chromaphone
serial number melody maker dan
crouse (aka girliezea) presents a

collection of presets that take
the powerful malekko vr-3 vcf
and add ring mod fx. in many
ways its a collection of presets
that spark an idea. the whole

thing is a raw project for which
i'm extremely happy to share.
dan is a bit of a madman with
great attention to details and

being one of the nicest and best
designers i've had the pleasure

of working with. i hope you enjoy
it! dennis konga presents 20
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malekko..sounds that are based
on various electrical

instruments. more specifically,
elements of traditional wooden

instruments that have been
modified. the result is a

collection of sounds that will
allow you to imagine yourself in

a special sound world. these
sounds were created with

malekko and lesa.so i feel like
they are special sounds. a

"chromaphone simply replicates
the sonic possibilities of a

traditional acoustic guitar but in
a portable, easy to play format.
chromaphone features a mallet

like synthetic resonator that
responds to touch and pressure
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as well as pitch and timbre.
sounds can be produced with a

range of mallet techniques, from
single stroke to hammering on a
single resonator. for added fun,
the mallet can be manipulated

using the chromaphone
controllers. chromaphone is an

expressive and expressive
instrument, easily interacting
with the player to give a wide
range of sounds, from bassy

guitar to nasty digital crunch to
chimes that mimic the delicate

touch of a chinese flute.
5ec8ef588b
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